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Key Events 
Follow the instructions to complete the activity.
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Key events in the life of a well-known person are often the topic of news stories. Choose one 
of the key events in the book, and write a news story about it in the space provided below.

News stories focus on a specific event and date in time. If there is more than one side to the 
story, be sure to present both. The story should include the answer to five key questions.

1. Who is the story about? Explain who Jeff Kinney is and why he is well-known.

2. What is the event? It may be a book publication, for example.

3. Where did the event take place? This should include the city or town.

4. When did the event take place? This should include the complete date.

5.  Why is the event important? Explain why the event is relevant. How did the event impact
people, the community, or Jeff Kinney?
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The Publishing Process
Follow the instructions below to complete the activity. 

Reference: Page 17

Use what you have learned in the book, and research online and in the library, to create a chart 
explaining the stages involved in publishing a book. On the left-hand side of the chart, write the 
name of the stage. On the right-hand side of the chart, describe what happens in each stage of 
the process.

Stage Description
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Interview an Adult
Follow the instructions to complete the activity.

Reference: All Pages

Read about Jeff Kinney’s life in the book. Then, choose an adult in your life to interview about 
how he or she grew up. Ask him or her the following questions.

When were you born? Where were you born?

Describe your family. How many brothers and sisters do you have? Who lived in your home while 
you were growing up?

Describe your hometown. What interesting facts can you think of about your hometown?

Were there any unusual circumstances you experienced growing up? Please provide details.

Who influenced you most in your early years? What impact did this person have on you?
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Interview an Adult
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Next, choose one of the following projects to complete using the space provided. Be sure to 
include at least five key points from your interview in the chosen project. 

Write a paragraph about the person you interviewed. Describe his or her early years. How do you 
think the early years influenced who the person is today?

Draw a picture of the person you interviewed. Around the picture, include sketches and 
information about the person’s early years.
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Milestones
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 
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Create a timeline of your life using the chart provided. Write your name at the top of the paper. 
Then, think about important events in your life and when they took place. Write the year of  
each event in the first box and describe the event in the second box. For each of your personal 
events, research online to find out about world events that took place in the same year.  
Write about one world event in the third box. Continue until you have listed at least seven 
events. Be sure to place them in order of when they occurred, beginning with the earliest date. 
You can also choose to write the timeline about another person you find interesting.

YEAR PERSONAL EVENT WORLD EVENT

Reference: Pages 22–23
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Write a Biography
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 

Reference: Page 28

Like Jeff Kinney, there are many successful authors and illustrators. Research an author  
that you are interested in learning more about online. Then, try writing a biography about  
that person using this concept web as a guide.

•  Where does or did this 
individual reside?

•  Does or did he or she  
have a family?

•  What was this 
person’s education?

•  What was his or her 
work experience?

•  How does or did this 
person work; what is 
or was the process he 
or she uses or used?

•  What is this person’s 
life’s work?

•  Has he or she received 
awards or recognition 
for accomplishments?

•  How have this person’s 
accomplishments 
served others?

Adulthood

Your Opinion

Childhood

Main  
Accomplishments

Work and 
Preparation

Help and 
Obstacles

WRITING A 
BIOGRAPHY

•  What did you learn 
from your research?

•  Would you suggest 
these sources  
to others?

•  Was anything missing 
from these sources?

•   Where and when was this 
person born?

•  Describe his or her parents, 
siblings, and friends. 

•  Did this person grow up in 
unusual circumstances?

•  Did this individual have 
a positive attitude?

•  Did he or she receive 
help from others?

•  Did this person have  
a mentor?

•  Did this person face  
any hardships?

•  If so, how were the 
hardships overcome?
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Key Words Match-Up
Write the words from the list below in the box above the  
correct definition for each word.
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editor
influenced
manuscript
market
media

outline
published
rejections
revise
series

1.  
means of communication, such  
as newspaper, radio, television,  
and magazines

2.  
a group of related things, such as 
books about one subject, that are 
arranged in sequence

3.  
a summary of everything that 
happens in a book

4.  
refusals of a proposal or idea

5.  
had an effect on someone  
or something 
 

6.  
the demand for a specific product

7.  
make corrections, improve,  
or update

8.  
a draft of a story before it  
is published

9.  
to be printed and distributed  
for sale

10.  
someone who prepares a  
manuscript for publication

Your
Score is
Your

Score is

Your
Score is
Your

Score is

      %

KEY WORDS
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Quiz
Test your knowledge by answering these quiz questions. 

1 What was the name of the comic strip Jeff published in college?

2 Who is Greg Heffley’s older brother?

3 What is the name of the University of Maryland’s campus newspaper?

4 Which magazine named Poptropica.com one of the 50 best websites?

5 Who is Greg Heffley’s best friend?

6 Where does Jeff live today?

7 Where did the Wimpy Kid cartoons first appear online?

8 In what year was the first Wimpy Kid book published?
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